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1 - EdVerso International 

EdVerso International, later only EdVerso, is an independent organization based in Switzerland, active in 
more than 20 countries, that provides Culture, Education, and Work promotion and development. It 
follows the United Nations Standards, as described in its Statutes. 
EdVerso is independent and it is not governed by any third parties or companies. It operates freely 
according to its judgments. 

To move out of its institutional activities, it was determined, still in the constitution stage, to use 
"Technology" as a new "Rosetta Stone" for the world of Training and Work. Thanks to the correct 
identification of the parties (KYC) - Training Institutions, Students, Workers, and Companies - and to the 
Blockchain technology - which guarantees timestamp and data immutability - EdVerso in partnership with 
LutinX.com, presents an independent online system, transversal, free consultation and multi-language, for 
the verification of Skills, Professional Titles - for Recognized and Unrecognized professions. 

Accreditation guarantees that the training is provided by a real institution, verified, and publically 
verifiable worldwide. 
Accreditation is the certification for the training institution that allows it to issue formal and non-formal 
certifications, verifiable in the world, effectively offering a unique added value to all its trainees. The 
accredited body can issue certifications in Blockchain verifiable anywhere, allowing its students to access 
new and ever-growing job opportunities well beyond the borders of their city, promoting new job 
opportunities, local or remote. 

EdVerso acts as a super-parties validator for training companies and institutions for their activities, 
anywhere in the world. There are some use cases: 
• The Accredited Center rises above competitors who still operate with paper-based qualifications 

and on a local basis; 
• Thanks to LutinX.com, an employer can review a candidate's skills and verify them in real-time, 

simply and free of charge; 
• The Student or the Employee will always hold their original qualifications for all their life, with the 

sharing possibility with anyone they want, anytime anywhere; 
• Professional Repository offers new added value to their members, effectively extending their 

business opportunities at a national and international level; 
• Professional qualifications can be verified regardless of province, region, or state in which the 

professional association is present; 
• Specialist Organizations, not identified in Legal Orders, actually expand their potential beyond 

regional and national borders; 
• Unrecognized professional qualifications can have new life and economic value with LutinX and 

EdVerso. A Counselor, an Oncological beautician, an E-Commerce manager, or one of the many 
new professions, not present in National Registers, can be verified independently. 

Finally, EdVerso International offers the possibility inside any country to activate new independent 
"Chapters" under the Swiss guidelines for better territorial coverage. 
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2 - LutinX.com 

LutinX.com is the Blockchain Platform, chosen by Edverso, for the issuance of qualifications based on the 
legal identification of the parties involved in the training process, Institutions, and Learners. 

LutinX.com operates worldwide on Education, Intellectual Property, and CyberSecurity. Our services are 
directly available online for private and corporate users. The platform delivers to every active account, 
even the free one, access to customized suites of blockchain applications, and a main personal repository, 
called "The Booklet®". 

The Booklet® is a protected environment where private users can receive, manage, archive, share (and 
delete) their formal and non-formal certifications regarding their training and professional activities, 
proving their lifetime Skills. Inside the Booklet, it is still possible to archive legal documents exchanged 
between various people, companies, and institutions; save ideas, projects, and inventions protecting 
intellectual property;  keep sports and medical records and more personal data. 

Lutinx.com is the Public Utility Structure that validates reports, skills, statements, and documents between 
users around the world. Thanks to its public interface, it allows free, real-time certificate verification issued 
to every user. It works like a compensation platform between users to ensure the neutrality and 
correctness of the information internally exchanged. 

At the current time, the Platform is designed to protect ideas (intellectual property), keep track of personal 
and professional skills acquired (based on formal declarations from the relevant organizations), and 
supply-chain tracking records, even if we talk about education, food, health, chemical, industrial or 
generic meta data. 

In the Edverse project, LutinX.com is the environment where the parties operate and exchange specific 
data to enhance themselves, enhance the skills released, and promote the employment processes of the 
people who are part of it. 

The organization accredited in EdVerso can be verified on the LutinX search engine, through HashCode, 
Company Name, VAT number or Tax Code, and of course its L.iD, directly selecting the "Membership" 
option from the home page. 
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3 - Goals 

EdVerso responds to the growing demand of the market to provide worker mobility and skills 
verifications. We support Schools, academies, and Training centers to offer high-value recognition to their 
students, increasing the trust in their certifications. The digital credentials issued will verify the Identity of 
the issuer offering community welfare too. 

Being Accredited guarantees two key elements: 1) Assuring the existence of the Issuer, reporting a simple 
analytical file, for clear consultation, indicating the national validation parameters (such as enrollment in 
Regional or Ministerial Registers) in multi-language; 2) Ensuring that the Issuer shares values oriented 
towards the protection and growth of people, that it respects the human rights sanctioned by the United 
Nations, that it works for the improvement of society and that it carries out its work in compliance with the 
Environment for the Sustainability of the Planet. 

Accreditation still promotes the development of the entire economic and social system, supporting the 
competitiveness of the international markets. 

EdVerso also offers accreditation to diplomatic structures, such as consulates and embassies, as it allows 
for an impressive reduction of the workload - based on the verification and authentication of educational 
qualifications for their citizens. 
A Consulate and an Embassy, working with EdVerso using the LutinX blockchain technology is the 
opportunity to maximize their budgets, reduce expenses, and improve the quality of their securities 
authentication services by over 80%. 

Being Recognized by EdVerso is VOLUNTARY and is NOT required by any national and/or international 
regulation or law. 
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4 - Principles 

EdVerso follows fundamental principles that provide value to its new ecosystem. Being part of Edverso 
means bringing your organization into the Web with international credibility and verifiability. We provide: 

IMPARTIALITY 
EdVerso operates without third-party inference. The party's legal identity is verified using KYC procedures 
thanks to the LutinX Platform. Furthermore, our staff verify in person the documentation provided by the 
applicants before the evaluations. 

NO CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
EdVerso has no shareholdings and/or interests in training bodies and/or professional registers in 
Switzerland or any other country in the world. EdVerso is a no-for-profit reality. 

COMPETENCE 
EdVerso evaluates the experience and professionalism of the active employees in the entities requesting 
accreditation, according to the specific operating sectors. 

RESPONSIBILITY 
EdVerso guarantees accurate controls on the documentation proposed by the Organizations, undertaking 
to improve its procedures and controls year after year. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
The documents received by EdVerso for accreditation are confidential and in compliance with national 
and international laws. EdVerso is also authorized to retain a copy to protect its ecosystem. 

CLAIMS MANAGEMENT 
In the event of disputes by third parties, institutions, companies, and consumers, Edverso may temporarily 
suspend accreditations, even if already granted, pending verification of its inspection activities. 

OPERATIONAL CONTROLS 
EdVerso undertakes to randomly check the certificates issued by the Accredited Bodies in the LutinX 
system, reserving the right to notify any anomalies to the Organization and/or request corrective actions 
regarding the certificates and the BBadges issued through the Bodies and/or Registers. EdVerso can also 
proceed to report to the national authorities in case of anomalies and/or false declarations. 

CERTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION (GBPI) 
EdVerso undertakes, for the Institutions that request it, to issue them professional certifications - after 
validating tests - and annual renewals. Accredited Bodies can use GBPI service for their annual affiliation 
and social activities, in a transparent way, guaranteed by our trusted referral system. 
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5. La Sostenibilità 

Signed in 2015 by all countries, the UN Agenda 2030 provides a global framework of reference for 
policies aimed at pursuing sustainable development from an economic, social, environmental, and 
institutional point of view, to ensure a balance between the needs of current generations and those of 
future generations. The 2030 Agenda consists of 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 169 Targets. 

EdVerso about the 2030 Agenda operates transversally concerning Objective 4 Quality Education, 
Objective Gender Equality, and Objective 16 Peace Justice and Solid Institutions. In this context, training 
plays an important role both in increasing awareness of sustainable development issues and in 
developing the skills needed in the public and private world of work. 

EdVerso works closely with national and international bodies to promote human rights and social equality, 
which are always found synergistically in the promotion of knowledge and training. 

Indeed, we live today in a period of enormous challenges for sustainable development. Billions of citizens 
continue to live in poverty and are deprived of a life of dignity. Inequality is growing both within and 
between countries. There are huge differences in opportunities, wealth, and power. Gender inequality 
continues to be a key challenge. Unemployment, especially youth unemployment, is a priority. Global 
threats to health, increasingly frequent and violent natural disasters, spiraling conflicts, violent threats, 
terrorism, humanitarian crises, and the resulting forced displacement of populations threaten all progress 
in the development of the last decades. The depletion of natural resources and the negative impacts of 
environmental degradation, including desertification, drought, land degradation, water scarcity, and 
biodiversity loss add to and increase the list of challenges facing humanity. Climate change is one of the 
greatest challenges of our time and its negative impact compromises the ability of states to implement 
sustainable development. Global temperature rise, sea level rise, ocean acidification, and other 
consequences of climate change are seriously jeopardizing coastal areas and countries below sea level, 
including many least developed and small island developing states. The survival of many societies and 
biological support systems of the planet is at risk. 

At the same time, our age offers great opportunities. Significant progress has been made in addressing 
development challenges. In past generations, thousands of people have risen out of extreme poverty. 
Access to education has significantly increased for both boys and girls. The diffusion of mass media and 
information and interconnection makes it possible to accelerate human progress, bridge the digital 
divide, and develop knowledge-based societies, as well as scientific and technological discoveries in 
sectors as diverse as medicine and energy. 
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EdVerso International and its actions find themselves in this situation. For us, technology is the key to 
human innovation and brings it to the good and growth of our communities. With education, all 
challenges can be solved, developing sustainable, lasting, and inclusive economic growth. EdVerso works 
to build a dynamic, sustainable, innovative, and people-centered ecosystem, promoting in particular the 
access of young people to the world of work, the economic legitimacy of women, and the enhancement 
of personal and professional skills. 

Operating today in over 20 countries, from Europe to Africa, from South America to Asia, we are creating a 
virtuous environment where the declarations and the Value are objective, to thus benefit from an 
educated staff, possessing adequate knowledge and skills to perform productive and fulfilling work, with 
full participation in society. 

5.1 What does sustainable growth mean? 

Sustainable development is the development capability of ensuring the satisfaction of the needs of the 
present generation without compromising the possibility of future generations realizing their own. It aims 
to strengthen economic capacity and social solidarity within the ecological limits of the planet and to take 
equal account of the three dimensions in a balanced and integrated way. The consequences that today's 
action will have on the future must be incorporated into the reasoning, considering the interests of all the 
inhabitants of the planet. 
 

The economy and the world of work play a crucial role in sustainable development. In these 
environments, production processes and the use of resources are decided and these decisions have a 
significant impact both locally and globally. Furthermore, the world of work and professions is the place 
where innovations and transformation processes can be encouraged to promote sustainable 
development. Many professions also influence consumer behavior through the way they advise customers 
and design their products and services. 
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5.2 Sustainability and professional training 

Professional training is based on the developments that characterize the world; this ensures that future 
professionals acquire the skills required by the labor market. Within the development process, the 
professions are defined and developed by the bodies responsible for basic professional training and 
higher professional training, and the related qualifications are regulated by the different countries in 
which the training institutions operate. The responsible bodies can launch inputs in a long-term 
perspective and thematize the aspects related to sustainability. In EdVerso we intervene at this level, 
helping the responsible bodies to integrate sustainable development into their regulatory and 
operational acts. 

Future-oriented professions take into account the needs and opportunities of sustainable development 
and need a well-trained workforce and professionals. By integrating the relevant aspects of sustainability 
into their regulatory acts, the responsible bodies ensure that the young talents are suitably qualified and 
promote professionalism combined with a sense of responsibility. The possibilities for influencing 
sustainable development vary depending on the educational level and field of activity. From the point of 
view of content, professional training is oriented toward business practice and at the same time 
anticipates economic, social, and technological innovations. As part of the process of developing 
vocational training, each responsible institution decides on its initiative to what extent and in which areas 
its profession must take into account the requirements of sustainable development. Addressing 
sustainable development issues and problems provides the opportunity to further consolidate existing 
good practices and to address new aspects within the development of vocational training. EdVerso is a 
useful support for this purpose. 

In primary vocational training, the results of the sustainability analysis are incorporated into the 
qualification profile, in particular in the occupational profile and, if necessary, in the description of the 
work situations and the formulation of the evaluation objectives of each training location. In doing so, 
attention must be paid to the level of competence and the effective possibility of influencing the practice 
of the profession. 
In higher vocational training, aspects of sustainable development are also illustrated in the qualification 
profile. In the occupational profile, the contribution of the profession to society, the economy, and the 
environment as dimensions of sustainability is defined in a general way. The concrete integration of 
sustainability-relevant aspects takes place in the formulation of operational competencies or performance 
criteria based on the corresponding occupational activity. 

EdVerso thanks to its analysis, verification, and  protocols of strategic data, for the social and professional 
development of workers, wants to be a Strategic Partner at an international level for all the Organizations, 
Registers, and Associations that work to improve the training and professional quality of their students 
and associates. 
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5.3 Economic Dimension 

Endless, inclusive, and sustainable economic development is an essential prerequisite for the spread of 
well-being, the eradication of poverty, and the prudent use of resources. At the same time, the 
preservation of natural resources is a necessary condition for guaranteeing economic prosperity. As key 
players in the economy, professionals make an essential contribution to this development. The topics in 
focus are the following: 
- Cost-effectiveness and added value: The search for long-term cost-effectiveness and productivity at the 
company level is the prerequisite for the creation of added value and the promotion of employment at a 
local level and worldwide; 
- Innovation and training: Innovation is the engine of long-term economic growth and the prerequisite for 
the development of forward-looking, efficient, and resource-saving solutions; training and lifelong 
learning are the foundation on which the possibility for a human being to shape his present and future 
rests; 
- Mobility and logistics: The mobility of people and goods is an essential need of society and a condition 
for the functioning of the economy; efficient, safe, and ecological mobility and logistics are cornerstones 
of sustainability. 

5.4 Social Dimension 

We need fair and inclusive societies, with social cohesion, and solidarity to realize human beings' potential 
and benefit from equal opportunities. Through the profession of each other, we can promote fair and 
inclusive forms of work, thus helping to allow everyone to live in dignity and to be useful to the economy, 
society, and the environment. The main topics are: 
- Working conditions: fair and healthy working conditions, as well as respect for human rights and 
individual dignity throughout the value chain are the indispensable foundations for guaranteeing 
sustainable production processes and a rewarding life. 
- Health and well-being: Physical, mental, and social well-being is the prerequisite for a rewarding life; 
justice, social cohesion, and an intact environment are the prerequisites for a healthy life. 
- Equal opportunities: justice between current and future generations as well as between current 
generations living in the countries in which we operate is a key element of sustainable development; 
equal opportunities, non-discrimination, and social inclusion are indispensable prerequisites for the 
realization of human potential and for the promotion of well-being on a global level. 

5.5 Sustainable development as a transversal task 

The dimensions of sustainability are interconnected, interact with each other, or influence each other. If 
economic and social activities must take place within the ecological limits of the Earth, conflicts can 
nevertheless arise between objectives. For example, between economic growth and the prudent use of 
resources, between the satisfaction of social needs and the protection of the natural foundations of life, 
between profit maximization and social justice. However, there are also synergies between the different 
dimensions of sustainability. For example, efficient use of resources can have a positive impact both 
economically and environmentally. Sustainable development therefore always consists in examining the 
issues related to the various dimensions of sustainability in a correlated way and their complexity, 
identifying synergies and interactions. Sustainable development is therefore to be understood as a 
multidisciplinary task that requires the ability to weigh different interests and to address conflicting 
objectives.  
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6 - Accreditation, GBPI Certification and Affiliation 

Accreditation, GBPI Certification, and Affiliation are three specific activities carried out by EdVerso, which 
imply different responsibilities of the operators, based on the areas of competence and the applicable 
rules. Accreditation is preparatory to Certification and Affiliation. 

6.1 ACCREDITATION 
It is for training institutions registered in the appropriate regional and national registers, higher technical 
institutes, and related foundations; Higher secondary schools registered with the Ministry of Education; 
public and private universities and research centers; professional qualification centers and joint structures. 
EdVerso guarantees with the accreditation that the accredited subjects exist, and have adequate 
personnel, as well as structures suitable for carrying out the declared activity. 
The accreditation does not concern the certification of the training actions provided by a single 
accredited body. 

The accredited organizations are subjected to periodic planned checks, even after the issue of the 
accreditation certificate to EdVerso, to ensure that the compliance requirements attested with the 
accreditation continue to be respected. 

The accredited bodies benefit from the following advantages: 
• access to agreements with third-party operators and commercial, public, and/or private subjects; 
• access to updated information about new training processes, public rules, and regulations in the 

fields of training and certification of skills; 
• free participation in updating webinars on legal and technical topics in the sectors of Training and 

Certification of Skills; 
• access to the possibility of issuing, without the purchase of any license or payment of any fee, 

BBadges in Blockchain certifying professional qualifications and specializations, registration in 
associations and registers, or even proof of passing exams or issuing credits formative. 

6.2 GBPI CERTIFICATION 
The GBPI Certification consists of a BBadges issued by EdVerso, through the Blockchain LutinX.com 
platform, certifying learner/professional skills and knowledge according to the parameters defined by the 
Accredited Body. 

EdVerso with this Service offers the Accredited Organization the possibility of issuing Digital Credentials - 
online accessible, in a transparent, objective, and secure way - without buying new licenses, training, and 
other connected costs. 

Using EdVerso for your Certifications is also a great solution for the Organization's Marketing and 
Communication activities, as the decisive diffusion of digital Credentials - centralized within a global 
system - allows the simultaneous increase of the Organization's presence on the Web, with the generation 
of hundreds or thousands of back-links to the institution's website. EdVerso, in collaboration with LutinX, 
offers new, digital value to Accredited Parties, reducing costs, and increasing your profits. 

The GBPI Certification service is also functional for all the activities of renewing the Certifications in their 
various forms, as well as maintaining them, in terms of Training Credits. 
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Moreover, you can provide asynchronous lessons followed by a digital test. If passed, the system will 
generate automatically a BBAdge for every one of your users/subscribers. 
The same certification may also offer a PDF file according to the DigiCompEdu - the European standards 
on the subject of micro-credentials, recognized throughout the European Union. 

All the Certifications issued by EdVerso will also be available to the Organization, directly within your 
account, granting access to all elements of the BBadges issued. 
A copy of the BBadge - in Blockchain - will also be available to the learner/professional, who will receive it 
by Email, and archived inside his/her Booklet. 

The BBadges issued by EdVerso contain the following information: 
• Issuer: EdVerso International A 
• Accredited Organization: [name + active link to its website] A 
• Learner/Professional Name: [identity may not be verified] B 
• Issue Date: [Blockchain timestamp] 
• Certificate Verification: [active link to the Blockchain Explorer for real-time verification] 
• Description: [description of the qualification issued, including the present year] C 
• Expertise/Specialization/Qualification: [title acquired] C 
• Graphic element: [BBadge graphic design in vector format, created in collaboration with the Accredited 

Organization] C 

A, It will be present a blue verified icon certifying that the identity has been previously verified. 
B, Learner/professional identity verification is not mandatory. If unverified, it will be present, near the user 
name, a Red icon. If the user will verify its identity, the icon will change in the blue one. 
C, Data defined between EdVerso and the Organization at the time of assignment. 

6.3 AFFILIATION 
Affiliation is a very powerful service for Accredited Organizations. EdVerso can manage your own 
Affiliation/Association process, solving five big problems: 1) Reduction of workload for membership 
renewals; 2) Improvement of cash flows for better and optimal financial planning; 3) Automatic issue of 
Enrollment and Renewal certificates, through the BBadges; 4) Access to Automated Marketing tools to 
promote new activities, without license costs; and 5) Visibility for your subscribers - without progressive 
numbers - on the public portal LutinX.com selecting the "Membership" section, for quick verification of 
them (so you can fight fake declarations from people that do no pay your fee). 

More details can be requested directly from our offices. 
Normally, the activation times of the Affiliate service take five working days. 
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7. How does it work 

Training Institutions and Associations can apply their accreditation request according to the EDV02.1 
model. 

Edverso starts the Accreditation procedure, verifying the information provided, if necessary it carries out 
an interview with the owner and/or president of the requesting structure, and integrates - if necessary - 
the documentation initially provided to support the file. 
In the event of a positive investigation, EdVerso: 
• will activate, if not previously done by the same Entity, a verified account on the Lutinx Blockchain 

Platform in the name of the newly Accredited legal entity, with the simultaneous assignment of the 
new reference L.iD code (for subsequent use); 

• will send via the LutinX system 3 (three) separate emails 1) confirming Accreditation, 2) containing 
the login code for accessing the web portal, and 3) the link for activating the password for 
accessing your account. Once logged in, it will be possible to set additional levels of security and 
protection of your account, such as a 4-digit numeric PIN and two-factor authentication (by 
Microsoft, by Google, with email); 

• will send the Blockchain accreditation BBadge for the current year by email. 
• will publish the new reference in the Membership area on LutinX.com. 

The accreditation procedure starts at the following link: https://gbpi.lutinx.com/act-edverso 
 
The analytical scheme: 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Choose you BBadge design between the following: 

  B1  B4 

NOTES:  
- THE BBADGE IS VALID ONE YEAR.. 
- IF AVAILABLE, DISCOUNTS, AND PROMOTIONS WILL BE PUBLISHED OR SHARED ON OUR SOCIAL PAGES 
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Annex A1 - Template 02.01.06 Accreditation Request: 

Country:   __________________ EX. ITALIA 

Legal Name:  ____________________________________________________________ INCLUDING THE LEGAL FORM (EX INC/SA/AG/SRL/SPA..) 

Legale Rappresentative (LR): ____________________________________________________________ 
LR ID/Passport:  ____________________________________________________________ EX. IDENTITY CARD/PASSPORT 
LR ID/Passport Number: ____________________________________________________________ 
LR ID/Passport Issued by: ____________________________________________________________ EX. POLICE DEPARTMENT/EMBASSY 
LR ID/Passport Expiration Date: ____________________________________________________________ 

Organization Type:  O Public School  O Private School 
   O Professional Order  O Professional Association 
   O High School  O Not Recognized Organization 

Design BBadge:  O B1 O B4 (B4 IS RESERVED TO NOT RECOGNIZED ORGANIZATIONS) 

Profession/Craft:  ____________________________________________________________ EX. LAWER/ARCHITECT/SEO 
Legal Recognized:  O YES O NO 
Legal ID Number:  __________________ 
Authority issuer:  O Region  O Government O International Organization 

Legal headquarter 
Address:   ____________________________________________________________ 
City:   ____________________________________________________________ 
State:   ____________________________________________________________ 

Operative Office (if present) 
Address:   ____________________________________________________________ 
City:   ____________________________________________________________ 
State:   ____________________________________________________________ 

Employee:   __________________ ADD THE NUMBER 
Professors:   __________________ ADD THE NUMBER 
Professors - External:  __________________ ADD THE NUMBER 
Chief Training Officer:   ____________________________________________________________  NAME AND SURNAME 

Website:   ____________________________________________________________ 
Facebook:   ____________________________________________________________ 
Instagram:   ____________________________________________________________ 
Linkedin:   ____________________________________________________________ 
More social media:  ____________________________________________________________ 
Publi Email:  __________________@ __________________ 
Training Email:   __________________@ __________________ 
Telephone Number:  __________________  
Telephone - Direct:  __________________ 

Interview time: __________________ ADD THE BETTER TIME WE CAN CALL YOU FOR A QUICK INTERVIW 

Attachments (PDF only): O Statute/Decree of appointment  O Documents Legal Representative 
   O Certificate of incorporation  O High resolution Logo (for public use) 

Payment:   O Online -> Paypal: https://paypal.me/edverso 
   O Bank  -> CH620024724724486360A (conto in Euro) 

NOTES: 
- The accreditation process will take  48 hours after the payment. Please verify Annex A2 for the right price. 
- If the process will NOT be Positive detailed reasons will be provided. A new accreditation process can be applied no earlier than 30 days after the 
negative result. 
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Annex A2 - Prices: 

Please verify the this annex is the last one. Up-to-date amounts are always available online or at https://
gbpi.lutinx.com/act-edverso. 

The payment of the accreditation amounts can be applied by Paypal or Bank Transfer, invoiced by 
EdVerso International, Switzerland. 
The Value Added Tax is equal to 0 (zero), with the only exception for Swiss entities, which corresponds to 
7.7%. 

EdVerso, following the approval of its Board of Directors, can authorize the issue of vouchers once or 
more times a year to facilitate the Accreditation process within the National growth plans defined by the 
Board itself. 

2024 Accreditation and 2025 Renewal Fees: 

       #First   #Renew 
Public Organizazions     750€   500€ 
Private Organizations - With Legal Records   500€   350€ 
Private Organizations - turnover < 100’000€  100€   100€ 
Private Organizations - turnover < 500’000€  250€   100€ 
Private Organizations - turnover > 500’000€  500€   350€ 
Associations      250€   150€ 

2. Support Fees 2024 - EUROPE: 

Private accreditation assistance    100€/hour/online (min. 1 hh) 
Technical assistance for Website/SocialMedia  075€/hour/online (min. 1 hh) 

3. Paper Certificate Fees 2024 - EUROPE: 

Accreditation Certificate    050€/cd 
Good Standing Payment    075€/cd 
Shipping fees - Switzerland Post A   010€/cd 
Shipping fees - Europe Post B    012€/cd 
Shipping fees - Europe With Receipt   018€/cd
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